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6 [1] We demonstrate the effect of an ecosystem differentiated insulation by snow on the soil
7 thermal regime and on the terrestrial soil carbon distribution in the pan-Arctic area. This is
8 done by means of a sensitivity study performed with the land surface model ORCHIDEE,
9 which furthermore provides a first quantification of this effect. Based on field campaigns
10 reporting higher thermal conductivities and densities for the tundra snowpack than for taiga
11 snow, two distributions of near-equilibrium soil carbon stocks are computed, one relying on
12 uniform snow thermal properties and the other using ecosystem-differentiated snow thermal
13 properties. Those modeled distributions strongly depend on soil temperature through
14 decomposition processes. Considering higher insulation by snow in taiga areas induces
15 warmer soil temperatures by up to 12 K in winter at 50 cm depth. This warmer soil signal
16 persists over summer with a temperature difference of up to 4 K at 50 cm depth, especially in
17 areas exhibiting a thick, enduring snow cover. These thermal changes have implications
18 on the modeled soil carbon stocks, which are reduced by 8% in the pan-Arctic continental
19 area when the vegetation-induced variations of snow thermal properties are accounted
20 for. This is the result of diverse and spatially heterogeneous ecosystem processes: where
21 higher soil temperatures lift nitrogen limitation on plant productivity, tree plant functional
22 types thrive whereas light limitation and enhanced water stress are the new constrains
23 on lower vegetation, resulting in a reduced net productivity at the pan-Arctic scale.
24 Concomitantly, higher soil temperatures yield increased respiration rates (+22% over the
25 study area) and result in reduced permafrost extent and deeper active layers which expose
26 greater volumes of soil to microbial decomposition. The three effects combine to produce
27 lower soil carbon stocks in the pan-Arctic terrestrial area. Our study highlights the role
28 of snow in combination with vegetation in shaping the distribution of soil carbon and
29 permafrost at high latitudes.

30 Citation: Gouttevin, I., M. Menegoz, F. Domine, G. Krinner, C. Koven, P. Ciais, C. Tarnocai, and J. Boike (2012), How the
31 insulating properties of snow affect soil carbon distribution in the continental pan-Arctic area, J. Geophys. Res., 117, GXXXXX,
32 doi:10.1029/2011JG001916.

33 1. Introduction

34 [2] Recent estimates highlight the importance of the
35 northern circumpolar soil organic carbon reservoir [Zimov

36et al., 2006; Tarnocai et al., 2009; Schirrmeister et al.,
372011], which could amount to up to 1672 GtC and thus
38outweigh the vegetation (�700 PgC) and atmospheric
39(�750 PgC) carbon pools together. Most of this carbon is
40stored in frozen soils and undergoes very slow or no micro-
41bial decomposition due to low temperatures [Zimov et al.,
422006]. However, the labile fraction of this long-lived soil
43carbon pool could be subject to severe degradation as cli-
44mate warms at high latitudes, primarily due to enhanced
45soil respiration as temperature increases, wetland formation
46and disappearance, thermokarst formation and fires [Gruber
47et al., 2004; Christensen et al., 2004; Davidson and
48Janssens, 2006; Schuur et al., 2008, 2009]. Part of the high
49latitudes soil carbon could then be released to the atmosphere
50in the form CO2 or methane, greenhouse gases providing
51a positive feedback to global warming [e.g., Zhuang et al.,
522006; Khvorostyanov et al., 2008; Koven et al., 2011].
53[3] Accounting for the soil carbon pool and its lability in
54global climate models is paramount to improve the accuracy
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55 of climate projections [Randall et al., 2007]; it is all the more
56 crucial in the Arctic as the strongest warming is projected
57 for those regions [Meehl et al., 2007]. However, soil carbon
58 dynamics results from a variety of intricate and complex
59 processes [e.g., Davidson and Janssens, 2006], which cou-
60 pled climate-carbon cycle models still struggle to capture
61 with accuracy [Friedlingstein et al., 2006; Schaphoff et al.,
62 2006]. Snow cover dynamics is one of them: the insulating
63 properties of snow [e.g., Domine et al., 2007; Zhang, 2005]
64 strongly modulate the soil thermal regime [Westermann
65 et al., 2009; Qian et al., 2011] and hence affect soil carbon
66 dynamics at high latitudes [Walker et al., 1999; Nobrega and
67 Grogan, 2007]. In particular, winter below-snow soil carbon
68 activity has long been reported [Kelley et al., 1968; Zimov
69 et al., 1993] with a significant contrast between tundra and
70 taiga ecosystems [Sullivan et al., 2008; Sullivan, 2010] in
71 link with the snow cover.
72 [4] The insulating properties of snow depend on snow
73 depth and snow thermal conductivity. However, this last
74 variable is poorly represented in land surface models
75 designed for large-scale applications. Often, only snow depth
76 is considered, and when thermal conductivity is included,
77 it is indirectly through its relationship with snow density r
78 [Zhang, 2005; Ling and Zhang, 2006; Lawrence and Slater,
79 2010]. The compilation by Sturm et al. [1997] shows that a
80 rather loose correlation exists between r and thermal con-
81 ductivity keff . For example, Sturm et al. [1997, Figure 6]
82 show that for r = 0.29 g cm�3, keff values range from 0.04 to
83 0.22 W m�1 K�1, and this spread of keff values is observed
84 throughout the range of snow r values. This is because keff
85 depends on climatic conditions, and especially on local wind
86 conditions. In the taiga, snow is sheltered from wind effects
87 by vegetation, so that depth hoar of low keff forms [Sturm
88 and Johnson, 1992]. On the tundra, wind compaction of
89 snow leads to hard windpacks [Domine et al., 2002] of high
90 keff in the upper part of the snowpack [Sturm et al., 1997].
91 Basal depth hoar also forms on the course of the snow season
92 [Derksen et al., 2009] but the tundra snowpack remains
93 overall more conductive than taiga snow [Sturm et al., 1995,
94 2001a].
95 [5] The goal of this study is to evaluate the sensitivity of
96 soil carbon stocks and dynamics to ground insulation by
97 snow, by means of terrestrial soil carbon modeling. More
98 precisely, we aim at quantifying the impact of the difference
99 in snow thermal properties between taiga and tundra envir-
100 onments. We therefore performed measurements of r and
101 keff in typical taiga and tundra environments. Measuring r is
102 useful because for a given snow mass above ground, it
103 determines snowpack height, h, an important factor in com-
104 puting the thermal resistance of the snowpack R = h/keff. We
105 then numerically computed the pan-Arctic soil carbon stocks
106 using either a uniform snow conductivity and density (which
107 corresponds to the default settings of our model, and reflects
108 thermal properties very close to a tundra snowpack), or an
109 ecosystem-type-dependent snow conductivity and density,
110 in agreement with our measurements. Spatially explicit soil
111 carbon accumulation in the Arctic is simulated by the land-
112 surface model ORCHIDEE [Krinner et al., 2005] run in off-
113 line mode. Many studies have now investigated the influence
114 of snow on the soil thermal regime and carbon dynamics at
115 the point scale, both in winter and over the whole year [e.g.,
116 Welker et al., 2000; Nobrega and Grogan, 2007; Sullivan,

1172010]. To our knowledge, it is however the first study aim-
118ing at quantifying this impact on the soil carbon dynamics
119and stocks at the pan-Arctic scale. The discussion focuses
120on the comparison of both soil carbon distributions and the
121understanding of the processes driving the major changes in
122the soil carbon dynamics at the instance of soil thermal
123regime, net primary production, respiration rate and active
124layer thickness.

1252. Experimental and Modeling Methods

126[6] Snow r and keff vertical profiles were measured in the
127taiga of Finnish Lapland near Sodankylä (67�25′N, 25�35′W)
128and on the tundra near Barrow, on the Alaska Arctic coast
129(71�19′N, 156�39′W). In both cases, several sites were
130studied to ensure local spatial representativeness. Density
131was measured using standard density cutters and a field scale,
132while keff was measured using the heated needle probe
133method [Morin et al., 2010].
134[7] The model used for the computation of the spatially
135explicit soil carbon stocks in the pan-Arctic is the ORCHIDEE
136model [Krinner et al., 2005], with no dynamic vegetation.
137This model computes the biomass and soil carbon dynamics
138as a response to a prescribed climate: soil carbon formation
139results from the balance between litterfall (input) and
140decomposition losses (outputs), which are controlled by
141vegetation growth, productivity, senescence, and soil ther-
142mal and hydrological conditions. Fire disturbance is also
143accounted for. Autotrophic and heterotrophic respirations are
144temperature dependant; the effect of freeze-induced inhibi-
145tion on heterotrophic respiration is parametrized using Q10
146values of 104 below the freezing point and 2 above the
147freezing point [Koven et al., 2011]. Plant productivity can be
148affected by light, water and nitrogen limitations, the latter
149being temperature and moisture dependant [Friedlingstein
150et al., 1999]. The snow model is quite coarse, with a unique
151and homogeneous snow layer evolving as a result of snow-
152fall, sublimation and melt. Snow aging is parameterized
153through an exponential decrease of albedo with time [Chalita,
1541992]. Canopy interception, liquid water in snow, and
155refreezing of this water, are not considered. From a thermal
156point of view, snow is characterized by a fixed bulk density
157and thermal conductivity; however, heat diffusion in the
158snowpack is vertically discretized over 7 layers [Koven et al.,
1592009].
160[8] We use the version of ORCHIDEE modified by Koven
161et al. [2009] to include additional soil carbon processes
162specific of cold regions: the soil organic matter input and
163decomposition processes are vertically resolved; cryoturba-
164tion and insulation by organic matter are represented; anoxic
165decomposition and moisture-dependent diffusion of oxygen
166and methane in soils are accounted for. A detailed repre-
167sentation of these processes is particularly crucial in the pan-
168Arctic area due to the magnitude of the soil carbon stocks
169involved and to the high sensitivity of the decomposition
170processes to temperature around the freezing point [Davidson
171and Janssens, 2006], which is reached in summer in the
172upper soil of permafrost regions and at the permafrost
173margins.
174[9] In this study, the spatially explicit soil carbon stocks
175in the pan-Arctic are computed by ORCHIDEE as in near-
176equilibrium with present-day climate and vegetation. By
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177 near-equilibriumwemean that their evolution is less than 1%
178 year-to-year change in carbon storage. It is achieved after at
179 least 10,000 yrs of soil carbon computation forced by the
180 climate of random years of the period 1900–1910. Today’s
181 soil carbon stocks can be considered in equilibrium with the
182 current climate in regions where the soil carbon decomposi-
183 tion time is short when compared to the centennial time scale.
184 The tropical regions illustrate this situation. In Arctic regions
185 however, due to the low temperatures, the soil carbon
186 decomposes over millennial time scales [Schirrmeister et al.,
187 2002; Zimov et al., 2006]. A realistic computation of present-
188 day soil carbon stocks would require a detailed representation
189 of the biosphere and climate history over at least the last
190 10 000 yrs, in addition to the representation of diverse ped-
191 ogenic processes (eolian, alluvial, limnic deposition, erosion,
192 carbon export…). Climate modeling over this time scale is
193 both still highly uncertain and computationally expensive
194 [Ganopolski et al., 1998]. This difficulty is overcome by
195 some modeling groups [Kleinen et al., 2010], who make
196 use of the monthly climatology simulated by an Earth Model
197 of Intermediate Complexity (EMIC) superimposed on the
198 twentieth-century climate, and of a dynamic vegetation
199 model (DVGM), to trace back the evolution of the biosphere
200 and soil carbon from the last 8000 yrs on. However, this
201 approach is not free of uncertainties largely due to the poor
202 constrains on EMICs and dynamic vegetation models
203 [Petoukhov et al., 2000] and it requires the use of several
204 complex tools. We intend to point out and describe the sen-
205 sitivity of the pan-Arctic soil carbon stocks to insulation by
206 snow: this sensitivity approach lessens the concern of a
207 faithful representation of the soil carbon stocks with respects
208 to current in situ estimates, and justifies our simplified
209 methods. The use of the 20th century climatology is simi-
210 larly objectionable due to the warming experienced at high
211 latitudes, but proceeds from the same motivation. The
212 meteorological forcing we used is the CRUNCEP data set
213 developed by N. Viovy (url: http://dods.extra.cea.fr/data/
214 p529viov/cruncep/readme.htm). It combines the CRU-TS2.1
215 [Mitchell and Jones, 2005] monthly climatology covering the
216 period 1901–2002, with the NCEP reanalyses starting from
217 1948. The details of this forcing can be found at the above-
218 cited URL. We also used a constant atmospheric CO2 con-
219 centration of 350 ppm for the whole simulations.
220 [10] The procedure used for our soil carbon stocks com-
221 putation is the following. Phase 1: The model is first run over
222 100 yrs randomly taken from the 1901–1910 period to reach
223 the thermal and hydrological equilibrium of the soil and
224 vegetation system. Such a long spinup is required because the
225 soil thermal dynamics is computed over 50 m depth [Alexeev
226 et al., 2007]. Phase 2: Then, a simplified soil carbon module
227 of ORCHIDEE is used to compute the soil carbon dynamics

228resulting from this 1901–1910 equilibrium state. This sim-
229plified soil carbon module uses the net primary production
230(NPP) calculated at the end of phase 1 to build soil carbon
231stocks over centennial timescales. However, the amount of
232carbon in the soil will affect the full ORCHIDEE equilibrium
233state. An example of this feedback is the thermal insulation
234provided by organic matter, which impacts the soil thermal
235properties and state, with implications for the soil carbon
236decomposition. Therefore, the simplified soil carbon module
237cannot be run indefinitely uncoupled from the full ecosystem
238model, which must be switched on during short phases to
239reach a new thermal and hydrological equilibrium for the soil
240and vegetation system. As the new equilibrium state is not
241very far from the initial one, the re-equilibration phases can
242be shorter than phase 1. We chose to intertwine periods of
2431000 yrs of exclusive offline soil carbon spinup with short 5
244yrs re-equilibration phases of the full ecosystem model. The
245spinup plus re-equilibration phases are iterated 10 times to
246finally achieve a 10,000 yrs soil carbon spinup consistent
247with the 1901–1910 climatology. Phase 3: a full ORCHIDEE
248run over the 1901–2000 time period is carried out, starting
249with the model in equilibrium with the 1901–1910 climate,
250and soil carbon stocks built over 10,000 years. This simula-
251tion is designed to represent the 20th century evolution of the
252soil and vegetation system, including carbon stocks.
253[11] The above mentioned procedure is used for a set of
254two simulations. The first simulation (CTRL) uses of a uni-
255form and constant snow conductivity and density, as pre-
256scribed in default setting of ORCHIDEE. These default
257snowpack properties are very close to the properties of tundra
258snow (see Table 1). They lead to a first distribution of
259equilibrated soil carbon reservoirs, fluxes, and biomass over
260the continental pan-Arctic area for the twentieth century. In
261the second simulation (VARIED), we implemented a snow
262thermal conductivity and density dependent on the vegeta-
263tion cover, with values derived from our field measurements.
264The values used for the densities and thermal conductivities
265in the two simulations are listed in Table 1. The criterion we
266use to distinguish taiga from tundra environment is based on
267vegetation types: tree or shrub-like vegetation is assigned
268taiga characteristics; tundra environments encompass lower
269vegetation and bare soils. Our vegetation map derives from
270MODIS satellite data (N. Viovy, personal communication,
2712008). Our study domain reaches from 45�N to the North
272Pole, and all vegetation or bare soil patches are considered
273either tundra or taiga. At a model grid-cell scale, both envi-
274ronment types can coexist and cover a complementary frac-
275tion. Spatial variability of soil moisture is also accounted for
276at a subgrid scale [de Rosnay, 1999; Gouttevin et al., 2011],
277based on the soil texture map by Zobler [1986]. The soil
278thermal dynamics are computed separately for each envi-
279ronmental fraction. At the scale of the grid cell, soil in-depth
280and surface temperatures are then computed as the area-
281weighted averages of the environment-type-dependent
282temperatures.

2833. Results

284[12] Observed vertical profiles of snow density obtained at
285Barrow and Sodankylä in late March 2009 and 2010, i.e.,
286when the snowpack characteristics were established and
287before the onset of melting, are shown in Figure 1a. The

t1:1 Table 1. Snow Density and Thermal Conductivity Values Used in
t1:2 the CTRL and VARIED Simulations

t1:4 Simulation
Snow
Type

Snow Density
(kg/m3)

Snow Thermal
Conductivity
(W/m/K)

t1:5 CTRL Tundra 330 0.2
t1:6 Taiga
t1:7 VARIED Tundra 330 0.25
t1:8 Taïga 200 0.07
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288 average density around Barrow (7 profiles) is close to 300 kg
289 m�3 while at Sodankylä (8 profiles) it is about 200 kg m�3.
290 The average snow depth was 42 cm at Barrow, and 68 cm at
291 Sodankylä. Thermal conductivity data is shown in Figure 1b.
292 At Sodankylä, the average profile shows no trend with height
293 and the average value is 0.07Wm�1 K�1. At Barrow, the top
294 windpack layers have values in the range 0.2 to 0.25 W m�1

295 K�1, while the basal depth hoar layers have values around
296 0.15 W m�1 K�1. The interest of these data is that they rep-
297 resent unique simultaneous r and keff vertical profiles in two
298 typical environments relevant to our study.
299 [13] Our measurements are not necessarily representative
300 of the whole Subarctic and Arctic environments, nor of
301 the whole snow season. Based on other isolated measure-
302 ments obtained by us and others [Sturm and Johnson, 1992;

303Taillandier et al., 2006; Domine et al., 2011], we estimate
304that our taiga values are probably well representative of the
305general taiga environment, which remains very insulative for
306the whole snow season. We will therefore use (200, 0.07) as
307representative (r, keff) values for taiga (Table 1). For tundra,
308the absence of strong wind storms at Barrow in 2009 when
309our measurements were made (F. Domine et al., Physical
310properties of the Arctic snowpack during OASIS, submitted
311to Journal of Geophysical Research, 2011) prevented the
312formation of hard dense windpacks with high keff frequently
313found elsewhere [Sturm et al., 1997; Domine et al., 2002,
3142011; Derksen et al., 2009], and also probably resulted in
315depth hoar softer than usual. Besides, our measurements
316describe an end-of-the-season snowpack where basal depth
317hoar had time to develop: earlier in the season, tundra

Figure 1. Average vertical profiles of (a) snow density and (b) thermal conductivity at Barrow, Alaska
(71�N, typical tundra environment) and Sodankylä, Finnish Lapland (67�N, typical taiga environment).
These averages are based on 7 profiles at Barrow and 8 profiles at Sodankylä. The error bars are the stan-
dard variations of the measurements. They are larger at Barrow because snow properties are affected by
wind, and wind speed is very variable.
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318 snowpack mostly consists of dense and conductive wind-
319 slabs. Therefore we estimate that typical (r, keff) values for
320 tundra snow are rather (330, 0.25), which we will use sub-
321 sequently (Table 1). Our snow density values for tundra and
322 taiga environment are in good agreement with values recur-
323 rently found in literature [Sturm et al., 1995; Derksen et al.,
324 2009].
325 [14] Unless otherwise stated, the comparisons performed
326 and analyzed in this section involve the results of the CTRL
327 and VARIED simulations for the 1970–2000 period, a 30-yr

328span filtering interannual variability. Differences between the
329two simulations correspond to VARIED minus CTRL.
330Winter refers to the period between January and March;
331summer encompasses July to September. Figure 2 (top)
332illustrates the prescribed spatial changes in snow thermal
333conductivity between the VARIED and CTRL simulations.
334The calculated snow conductivity is an average conductivity,
335weighted by the areas of tundra and taiga over the grid-cell.
336The changes of highest magnitude correspond to the
337Fennoscandian and Canadian taiga belts, as outlined by the

Figure 2. (top) Snow conductivity difference between the simulations VARIED and CTRL, averaged
over the year 2000. In all maps, the blue line contours the areas where taiga environment covers more than
50% of the model grid-cell. (middle) Mean winter snow water equivalent (SWE) in the CTRL simulation
over 1970–2000. (bottom) Relative snow SWE difference between the simulations VARIED and CTRL
over 1970–2000.
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338 blue contours. However, a reduction in snow thermal con-
339 ductivity is also computed for regions of sparse tree or
340 shrub-like vegetation at the extent of the Siberian Kolyma
341 region. This is a consequence of the very low value of snow
342 conductivity chosen for taiga environment, which enhances
343 the impact of sparse vegetation at the grid-cell scale. The
344 averaged winter snow cover depth and its variation between
345 the CTRL and VARIED simulations are illustrated in
346 Figure 2 (middle and bottom); CTRL and VARIED simu-
347 lations exhibit moderate snow depth differences (up to 10 cm,
348 i.e., 20% less SWE in the VARIED simulation in the North
349 American taiga belt) imputable to higher sublimation and
350 melting rates triggered by increased soil temperatures.
351 [15] Figure 3 displays the difference in 50 cm soil tem-
352 peratures between the simulations VARIED and CTRL over
353 winter (top) and summer (bottom). The use of a reduced
354 snow conductivity yields warmer topsoil temperatures in
355 taiga-dominated regions in winter (Figure 3, top). The soil
356 temperature difference between VARIED and CTRL can
357 amount to up to 12 K at 50 cm depth in the soil. This means
358 a thermal offset of about this magnitude between air tem-
359 peratures and snow-soil interface temperatures in the taiga
360 areas of the VARIED simulation, which is supported by
361 observations [e.g., Sullivan et al., 2008]. The difference map
362 exhibits very specific spatial characteristics. First, it is not
363 restricted to areas where the taiga fraction exceeds 50%
364 (Figure 3, blue contours) and not even to areas where the
365 grid-cell-averaged snow conductivity is reduced upon the use
366 of an ecosystem-type-dependent snow conductivity. For

367instance, the grid-cell-averaged snow thermal conductivity
368over the Taymyr peninsula is increased in the VARIED sim-
369ulation; this region is nevertheless subject to winter warming
370when compared to the CTRL simulation (Figure 3, top). This
371illustrates the nonlinearity of snow and soil thermal dynamics
372with respect to thermal characteristics: the warming effect of
373taiga snow on minor isolated vegetation patches can dominate
374the grid-cell-averaged temperature difference between VARIED
375and CTRL over the cooling induced by the dominant tundra
376snow cover. The second characteristic of the winter soil tem-
377perature difference is the spatial pattern of its peak magnitude
378over the East Siberian and North American taiga regions.
379This pattern mainly results from the combination of high
380annual thermal amplitudes and sufficient insulative snow
381cover (Figure 3, top). High annual thermal amplitudes indeed
382enhance the impact of snow insulation: upon a perfect thermal
383insulation over winter, the soil would keep its thermal summer
384state. Therefore, the winter soil temperature difference with
385minus without insulation would roughly equal the annual
386thermal amplitude between the two seasons. The winter ther-
387mal signal correlates only weakly with the winter snow depth
388(Figure 2, middle) or snow duration (not shown).
389[16] The summer soil temperatures are also of importance
390for our study since most of the soil microbial activity takes
391place during this season when part of the soil has tempera-
392tures above the melting point. In most high latitude regions
393the winter higher temperatures induced by the change in
394snow conductivity persists over summer (Figure 3, bottom).
395However, the peak amplitudes are reduced (�4 K) and the

Figure 3. Fifty cm soil temperature difference between the VARIED and CTRL simulations for the period
1970–2000, over the months of (top) January to March and (bottom) July to September. The light-blue line
contours areas exhibiting a >40 K annual thermal amplitude and a >5 mm snow water equivalent in winter.
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396 spatial pattern is very different: the strongest summer
397 warming is modeled in the taiga areas that received a quite
398 thick snow cover during the preceding winter (>60 cm); in
399 those regions the snow cover also lasts more than 6 months.
400 [17] Overall, the use of ecosystem-differentiated snow
401 thermal properties yields more realistic soil temperatures,
402 partially correcting the model’s systematic cold bias reported
403 by other studies [Koven et al., 2009; Gouttevin et al., 2011].
404 As an illustration, the model versus data RMS error in soil
405 temperatures at HRST stations [Zhang et al., 2001] for the
406 decade (1984–1994) is reduced by 2 K in the VARIED
407 simulation (Figure S1).1

408 [18] The soil carbon dynamics are very sensitive to soil
409 temperatures, both in the model and in reality, and the ther-
410 mal signal resulting from changes in the snow cover char-
411 acteristics affects the soil carbon stocks and fluxes. Figure 4
412 compares the carbon stocks of the first meter of the soil as
413 simulated by the CTRL simulation, and as estimated by the
414 Northern Circumpolar Soil Carbon Database (NCSCD)
415 [Tarnocai et al., 2009] on the basis of pedon samples. The
416 simulated carbon stocks underestimate the amount of carbon
417 inferred from the in situ measurements for the uppermost 3 m
418 of the soil (1024 PgC according to Tarnocai et al. [2009],
419 a value that may be lessened according to revised estimates

420by Schirrmeister et al. [2011], versus 872 PgC in our study).
421We insist that the NCSCD database relies on about 3 530
422pedon samples with uneven spatial distribution and depth
423sampling. Confidence levels are high for North American
424uppermost soil meter but low to medium (33%–66%) for
425Siberian uppermost soils and even lower (<33%) deeper soil
426layers [Tarnocai et al., 2009]. Part of our underestimation
427occurs because we do not explicitly model the buildup of
428peatlands or organic soils, which is especially noticeable
429in the Mackenzie region. On the other hand, an excessive
430productivity at high latitudes is a known bias of our model
431and partially offsets this structural carbon deficit [Beer
432et al., 2010; Koven et al., 2011]. Despite the simplified
433spinup procedure and inaccurate description of complex
434circumpolar pedogenesis, the model manages to capture the
435spatial features of the high latitude soil carbon stocks, for
436instance the high soil carbon content of the Archangelsk
437region, West Siberian lowlands, lower Lena basin and
438Chukotka.
439[19] The use of ecosystem-differentiated snow thermal
440properties has a global impact on the modeled soil carbon
441stocks (Figure 5a). A reduction of the soil carbon stock is
442simulated over most of the Arctic, with an enhanced magni-
443tude in regions subject to (i) strong summer warming
444(Fennoscandian taiga); (ii) summer warming and exhibiting
445very large carbon contents (lower Ienissei and Lena basins);
446(iii) summer warming and permafrost disappearance or

Figure 4. Soil carbon stocks in the uppermost meter of the soil, (top) as estimated by the NCSCD and
(bottom) as simulated by ORCHIDEE after a 10,000 yr buildup in the CTRL simulation.

1Auxiliary materials are available in the HTML. doi:10.1029/
2011JG001916.
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Figure 5. Soil carbon stocks differences and explanatory variables. (a) Total soil carbon stock difference
between the VARIED and CTRL simulations after 10 000 yrs spinup. (b) Average net primary production
(NPP) difference. (c) Relative respiration rate difference. (d) Permafrost extent and active layer thickness
difference in remaining permafrost areas. Green, red and black lines respectively contour the 2000 perma-
frost extent (continuous + discontinuous) as simulated in the CTRL configuration, in the VARIED config-
uration, and as compiled by the International Permafrost Association [Brown et al., 1998]. Where no green
line is seen, VARIED and CTRL permafrost contours coincide.
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447 active layer increase (Iakutia, Evenkia; Figure 5d). The total
448 modeled difference in soil carbon stocks amounts to 64 PgC,
449 or 8% of the modeled carbon stocks. Where carbon stocks
450 are particularly high (lower Ienissei region), less than 0.5 K
451 summer warming is enough to trigger a strong shift in the
452 local carbon balance, reflected by differences in carbon
453 stock amounts (>2.5 kg/m2).
454 [20] The carbon stocks difference between the VARIED
455 and CTRL simulations result from changes in the soil and
456 biomass carbon dynamics. We here successively analyze the
457 changes in soil carbon inputs and outputs driving this dif-
458 ference. Overall, forest plant functional types are more pro-
459 ductive in Central Siberia and Central Canada in the
460 VARIED simulation: there, ecosystems are nitrogen limited
461 [Friedlingstein et al., 1999], a constraint which is loosened
462 by warmer all-year (and especially spring and summer) soil
463 temperatures at the southern permafrost margins (Figure 3).
464 On the opposite, non-tree plant functional types tend to be
465 overall less productive in the VARIED simulation especially
466 in areas with enhanced tree productivity: this results from a
467 combination of increased light limitation and, locally,
468 enhanced surface water stress induced by warmer summer
469 soil temperatures. Though the resulting spatial pattern of net
470 primary production difference is heterogeneous (Figure 5b),
471 net primary production is overall decreased between VARIED
472 and CTRL (��0.06 PgC/yr over our study area).
473 [21] In terms of soil carbon outputs, heterotrophic respira-
474 tion is stimulated by higher soil temperatures in the VARIED
475 simulation, as reflected by higher soil respiration rates
476 (Figure 5c; +22% increase in respiration rate over our study
477 area). Where permafrost is lost or active layer is deepened in
478 the VARIED simulation (Iakutia and Evenkia), a significant
479 increase in the relative respiration rate is modeled: whereas
480 carbon is stored in the perennially frozen soils of the CTRL
481 simulation, it undergoes microbial decomposition in the
482 VARIED simulation (Figures 5c–5d). In the Fennoscandian
483 taiga, higher insulation by snow in the VARIED simulation
484 leads to winter soil temperatures close to the freezing point:
485 organic matter decomposition thus occurs below the snow
486 cover. This winter soil respiration contributes to an average
487 of 30%, but locally up to 50%, of the modeled difference in
488 annual respiration rates between the two simulations
489 (Figure S2). The combined effects of globally reduced net
490 primary productivity and increased respiration rates in the
491 VARIED simulation result in the net soil carbon stocks dif-
492 ference between the VARIED and CTRL simulations
493 (Figure 5a).
494 [22] Finally, the ecosystem-differentiated description of
495 snow yields an improvement in the modeled permafrost
496 extent (Figure 5d) based on in situ data compiled by the
497 International Permafrost Association [Brown et al., 1998]. In
498 particular, the central Siberian permafrost-free region is very
499 well captured by the VARIED simulation, indicating that the
500 recurrent cold bias of models in this region [Dankers et al.,
501 2011] may originate from a coarse description of snow
502 insulation. In our simulations, permafrost is defined as the
503 area where at least one soil layer remains below the freezing
504 point from one year to another. Assuming a spatially
505 Gaussian temperature distribution at the scale of the grid-cell,
506 this threshold ensures that an annually frozen layer underlies
507 more than 50% of the grid-cell area. It thus characterizes the
508 continuous and discontinuous permafrost as defined by the

509International Permafrost Association, which is the basis for
510our comparison. Our modeled extents are 18.1 M km2 in the
511CTRL simulation and 15.9 M km2 in the VARIED simula-
512tion. The latter extent compares reasonably well to the latest
513estimates of 15.7 M km2 by Zhang et al. [2008] for contin-
514uous and discontinuous permafrost.

5154. Discussion and Conclusion

516[23] Our study is a model-based illustration of the crucial
517role of insulation by snow in the soil thermal regime and in
518the processes involved in the formation and decomposition of
519soil organic matter. The mere representation of differentiated
520snow thermal properties for two complementary Arctic eco-
521systems yields notable differences in the repartition and
522amount of current terrestrial carbon: soil carbon decomposi-
523tion is enhanced upon winter warming close to the freezing
524point, higher summer temperatures, thicker active layers and
525reduced permafrost extent. The current permafrost zonation
526is thus captured with more accuracy.
527[24] We underline that measurements performed in late
528March, as made for this study and retrieved from the cited
529literature [Derksen et al., 2009] possibly underestimate the
530thermal conductivity difference between our two snow types
531of interest. Taiga snow remains poorly conductive during the
532whole snow season, as it mainly consists out of recent snow
533and depth hoar [Sturm et al., 1995]. On the opposite, fresh
534snow is rare on the tundra and rapidly transforms into
535windslabs of high keff. The thermal resistance of the tundra
536snowpack is higher at the end of the snow season as wind-
537slabs partially transformed into depth hoar [Derksen et al.,
5382009]. Hence the real thermal effect of the different snow
539properties might be underestimated in our study.
540[25] Distinguishing between taiga and tundra snow is a
541first step toward an improved representation of the snow and
542soil thermal regime in land-surface models. More detailed
543snow classifications exist [Sturm et al., 1995]. The snow
544classes identified exhibit fairly different thermal character-
545istics and can be retrieved from climatic conditions, hence
546their potential for use in land-surface or climate modeling.
547Our study focused on the effects induced by the two domi-
548nant snow classes of the northern circumpolar area. Further
549experiments could involve an increased degree of refinement
550in the description and mapping of the snow cover thermal
551properties.
552[26] Also, our snow model is very coarse, which limited
553our ability to explore in this study more realistic spatial dis-
554tributions of snow properties. Current developments (dis-
555cussed in T. Wang et al., Evaluation of ORCHIDEE snow
556model using point observations at SNOWMIP sites and
557regional snow observations, manuscript in preparation, 2012)
558aim at representing a vertical and horizontal variability in
559snow properties, and account for interactions with the can-
560opy. They should provide a new tool to produce a refined
561estimate of the effects investigated by this study.
562[27] Shrub expansion and northward migration of the tree
563line at the pan-Arctic scale have been reported over the past
564three decades [Serreze et al., 2000; Sturm et al., 2001b; Jia
565et al., 2003; Tape et al., 2006; Forbes et al., 2010], in link
566with recent climate warming. These ecosystem changes have
567been shown to affect the local and global climate conditions
568[Sturm et al., 2001a, 2005a; Lawrence and Swenson, 2011]
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569 as well as carbon cycling at high latitudes [Sullivan, 2010].
570 Diverse and intricate processes are at stake, at the instance of
571 changes in albedo and surface roughness shifting the parti-
572 tioning of energy between surface and atmosphere, changes
573 in evapotranspiration, soil moisture regime, shading, but also
574 snow trapping and distribution. These processes have also
575 been shown to possibly sustain further shrub growth through
576 soil biological feedback [Sturm et al., 2005b] and enhance
577 soil carbon loss [Sullivan, 2010].
578 [28] Still, the implications of these changes in the global
579 context are hard to assess: using the CLM model, Lawrence
580 and Swenson [2011], for instance, inferred greater active
581 layer thicknesses under shrubs in an idealized pan-Arctic
582 +20% shrub area experiment. However, this result could be
583 balanced by considering snow redistribution processes. Here,
584 the specific snow metamorphism and snow thermal proper-
585 ties pertaining to forested areas are highlighted as a further
586 feedback mechanism, which bears consequences for bio-
587 geochemical cycling in the Arctic and therefore for global
588 climate.
589 [29] The intrication of the processes involved makes a
590 complete physical modeling of land surface processes para-
591 mount in the prospect of reliable climate projection. A
592 detailed snow modeling is part of it and should not be left out
593 as it entails substantial climatic implications. We hope that
594 our study will foster model developments considering the
595 tied evolution of snow, vegetation and high latitude soil
596 carbon in a changing climate.
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